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Welcome and Agenda

Paula Farrell
Director, investor relations and 

planning
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Today’s Agenda

• A look at our past Mike Mears, CEO

• Current assets Jeff Selvidge, Sr. VP

• 15-minute break

• Growth opportunities Mike Mears, CEO

• Financial review John Chandler, CFO

• Closing remarks Mike Mears, CEO

• Lunch Magellan management
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Forward-Looking Statements

Portions of this document constitute forward-looking statements as defined by federal law. 
Although management believes any such statements are based on reasonable assumptions, 
there is no assurance that actual outcomes will not be materially different.  Among the key risk 
factors that may have a direct impact on the partnership’s results of operations and financial 
condition are: (1) its ability to identify growth projects or to complete identified projects on time and 
at expected costs; (2) price fluctuations and overall demand for refined petroleum products, crude 
oil and natural gas liquids; (3) changes in the partnership’s tariff rates, including those governed 
by the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission, the United States Surface Transportation Board 
and state regulatory agencies; (4) shut-downs or cutbacks at major refineries, petrochemical 
plants, ammonia production facilities or other businesses that use or supply the partnership’s 
services; (5) changes in the throughput or interruption in service on pipelines owned and operated 
by third parties and connected to the partnership’s terminals or pipeline system; (6) the 
occurrence of operational hazards or unforeseen interruptions for which the partnership is not 
adequately insured; (7) the treatment of the partnership as a corporation for federal or state 
income tax purposes or if the partnership becomes subject to significant forms of other taxation; 
(8) an increase in the competition the partnership’s operations encounter; (9) disruption in the debt 
and equity markets that negatively impacts the partnership’s ability to finance its capital spending 
and (10) failure of customers to meet or continue contractual obligations to the partnership.  
Additional information about issues that could lead to material changes in performance is 
contained in the partnership's filings with the Securities and Exchange Commission, including the 
partnership’s Annual Report on Form 10-K for the fiscal year ended December 31, 2011. The 
partnership undertakes no obligation to revise its forward-looking statements to reflect events or 
circumstances occurring after today's date.
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A Look at Our Past

Mike Mears
Chairman, President and
Chief Executive Officer
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Magellan’s History

• Feb. 2001:  IPO as Williams Energy Partners L.P. (NYSE: WEG)

• April 2002:  Purchase 6,700-mile petroleum pipeline system

• June 2003:  Separation from Williams

• Sept. 2003:  Name change to Magellan Midstream Partners, L.P. (NYSE: MMP)

• Oct. 2004:  Purchase 2,000-mile petroleum pipeline system

• April 2005:  2-for-1 unit split

• Feb. 2006:  IPO of Magellan Midstream Holdings, L.P. (NYSE: MGG)

• July 2009:  Purchase 700-mile petroleum pipeline system

• Sept. 2009:  Simplification of capital structure

• Sept. 2010:  Purchase Cushing storage and 100-mile petroleum pipeline
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Distribution Growth Trend

• Proven history of distribution growth with 39 quarterly increases
• Targeting 9% annual distribution growth for 2012 and 8% to 10% for 2013

2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011

(per MMP unit)

$1.13

$3.17
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Exceptional Return since IPO

• Our investors have earned an 800% return since IPO; 1,200% return if their 
distributions were reinvested
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Industry-Leading Return over Last 5 Years

• MLPs have significantly outperformed the S&P 500 over the last 5 years
– And Magellan has outperformed the Alerian MLP index, generating a 

total return of almost 150% since 2006

* Assumes reinvestment of dividends / distributions on initial $100 investment
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Distributable Cash Flow Growth over Last 5 Years

($ in millions)

• Magellan grew distributable cash flow by 78% from 2006 to 2011
• Another record year of $480mm expected for 2012, primarily due to 

results from recent growth projects 

2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011

$258

$460

Sources of growth:
2006 ‐ 2011
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Primarily Fee-Based Business

Transportation
48%

Commodity-related 
activities

17%

Terminal delivery fees
5%

Fee-based ancillary 
services

12%

Leased storage
18%

* Operating margin represents operating profit before depreciation & amortization and general & administrative costs;
excludes $22mm of commodity-related adjustments

Expect Future Fee-Based, Low Risk Activities
to Comprise ~85% or More of Operating Margin

– As expansion projects come online, fee-based percent expected to increase

2011 Results*
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Growth in Expansion Capital Spending

• Over the last eight years, Magellan has invested $2.5 billion in 
acquisitions and organic growth projects, which has increased our 
financial results and provided opportunities for additional growth 
projects

• $650mm of expansion projects currently underway
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Competitive Cost of Capital

• Strong investment-grade balance sheet

• Significant liquidity position with low leverage

• Primarily fee-based business with growing cash flows

• No incentive distribution rights
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Current Assets

Jeff Selvidge
Senior Vice President,

Transportation and Terminals
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Key Petroleum Infrastructure
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Petroleum Pipeline 
System
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Petroleum Pipeline System

Refined Petroleum Products
• Longest refined petroleum products pipeline 

in the U.S. at 9,600 miles with 50 Magellan-
owned terminals

• Demand-driven system with multiple supply 
options, including direct connectivity to 13 
refineries

– Access to more than 40% of refinery 
capacity in the continental U.S., 
including Gulf Coast and Chicago 
refinery complexes

• Magellan’s competitive position:
– Breadth of system 
– Independent service provider model

Crude Oil
• Nearly 40 miles of crude oil pipelines in 

Houston-Texas City and 50% interest in 
Osage Pipeline
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Petroleum Pipeline System - Profitability

• Approximately 77% of Magellan’s 2011 operating margin was generated from the 
petroleum pipeline system

• Profits significantly driven by volume, rate, ancillary fees and commodity-related 
activities

• Profit and volume growth on the South Texas assets as a result of the Motiva 
Port Arthur connection and the 2010 BP pipeline acquisition

• Commodity profits trend with the absolute commodity price level

*Pipeline commodities are shown with commodity-related adjustments of $24, $8 and ($22) for ‘09, ’10 and ’11, respectively,
to normalize for out-of-period mark-to-market timing differences on NYMEX contracts
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Petroleum Pipeline: Deliveries by State

• Our petroleum pipeline 
system is a critical piece of 
the Midwest petroleum 
infrastructure

Source: EIA and Magellan deliveries

• During 2011, we provided 
more than 40% of the 
gasoline / distillate 
consumed in 6 of the 13 
states we serve
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Petroleum Pipeline Commitments

• Contract commitment levels on pipeline system add to Magellan’s 
financial stability

• Approximately 50% of ‘11 shipments were subject to supplemental 
agreements with remaining average life of 4 years
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Competitive vs. Less Competitive Markets

• 65% of our markets are deemed 
workably competitive by the FERC or 
subject to state regulations

• The remaining 35% are deemed less 
competitive and are therefore subject 
to the indexation methodology 
approved by the FERC

• We have followed the mid-year FERC 
index since its inception for our less 
competitive markets and annually 
determined the appropriate rate 
change for our competitive markets 
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Annual FERC Index History

• FERC indexation methodology instituted in 1995; reviewed every 5 years
• Intent of the methodology is to reimburse pipelines for their costs and allow for a 

reasonable return
– Provides revenue upside with otherwise flat or declining petroleum demand

• Our 2012 guidance assumes we raise virtually all of our rates by ~8.7% on July 1

Formula:
• 1995 to 2000: PPI – 1.0%
• 2001 to 2005: PPI
• 2006 to 2010: PPI + 1.3%
• 2011 to 2015: PPI + 2.65%

‐0.4%

0.9%
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Petroleum Pipeline Rates

• Despite recent tariff increases, our average rate / bbl has been declining 
as a result of increased lower-tariff South Texas shipments
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Refined Petroleum Pipeline Volumes

• Historical volumes have been driven by
– Generally stable demand
– Recent growth resulting from acquired assets and expansion projects

• 2012 guidance assumes refined products shipments increase ~4%.  
Assumptions based on stable Mid-con demand and increased South Texas 
shipments

Refined products shipments (mm bbls)
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Refined Petroleum Demand Expectations

• Longer term, we expect generally stable refined petroleum products volumes 
consistent with the EIA’s projections
– gasoline: slight decline - fuel efficiency vs. vehicle miles driven
– diesel fuel: short-term growth, flattening over time
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Other Sources of Fee-Based Pipeline Revenue

• Tariff revenue accounts for ~70% of transportation and terminalling revenue for 
the pipeline system

• Remaining ~30% is derived from fee-based ancillary services

– Grown by $50mm over last 3 years due to additional leased storage and 
more additive and ethanol blending fees

– Storage: continued volatility in petroleum pricing and high refining margins 
have resulted in strong demand

– Ethanol: expect blending to remain at 10% level for now unless higher 
blends incentivized by individual states

Tariff
72%

Other fee-based
28%

Storage
29%

Additives
21%

Capacity lease
15%

Terminalling
15%

Ethanol
13%

Other
7%
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Crude Oil Pipeline Volumes

• Magellan crude oil shipments currently relate to the Houston-to-Texas City 
pipeline we acquired in Sept. 2010
– Nearly 40 miles of crude oil pipelines serving the Houston Ship Channel 

and Texas City refineries
– Strategically positioned to be the “last leg” distribution conduit to the 

refinery gate for growing domestic and Canadian crude oil production
• 2012 volumes are expected to be slightly higher than ’11 results

– 2011 hydrotest allowed us to increase capacity to Texas City ~50% to
350k bpd

Crude oil shipments (mm bbls)
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Commodity-Related Activities

• Although Magellan is primarily a fee-based business, we expect ~15% or less 
of MMP’s total operating margin to come from commodity-related activities

2011 Commodity Margin (net of NYMEX adjust’ts):  $126mm

•$126mm commodity margin calculated as $854mm product sales - $706mm product purchases - $22mm of commodity-related
adjustments for DCF purposes primarily related to derivative losses recognized in previous periods on NYMEX contracts for ‘11 sales
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Butane Blending Overview

• Butane is a common gasoline blending component that increases the vapor 
pressure and octane of gasoline

• Butane prices are generally lower than gasoline prices

• Blending activities are focused on 2 areas:
– The fungible gasoline pool delivered into our pipeline system typically has 

a quality margin that creates an opportunity for butane blending

– Regulated gasoline specifications require gasoline to transition from high 
vapor pressure in the winter to low vapor pressure during the spring, then 
back in the fall

• Magellan captures the majority of these blending opportunities but continues 
to further optimize our blending processes
– Current blending volumes <2% of the gasoline we transport
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Butane Blending Margin Example

• Forecasting butane blending margin is more art than science but historical 
industry trends fairly consistent over time
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Butane Blending Risk Mitigation

• Magellan does not speculate on the price of commodities and mitigates risk 
as much as possible related to our butane blending activities
– Purchase much of our butane in the spring and summer when pricing is 

lower

– Hedge future gasoline prices with NYMEX contracts on up to 80% of our 
expected blending volumes

– Lock-in basis differentials, when possible

• Our realized margin will not precisely track crude pricing throughout the year 
as it is affected by:
– Timing of butane purchasing activities

– Pool costing of butane inventory
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Fractionator

• Magellan owns 2 fractionators - used to help manage commingled product 
produced in pipeline shipments (transmix)

• Also purchase transmix from third parties at a discount, fractionate the transmix
back into gasoline and distillate then sell the separated products

• Generally transmix is hedged as part of broader risk management pool of products
• 2011 results of almost $20mm benefited from rising petroleum prices, generating 2x 

our average historical profit
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Petroleum Terminals
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Petroleum Terminals - Profitability

• Approximately 22% of Magellan’s 2011 operating margin was generated from the 
petroleum terminals

• Storage terminal profits are driven by storage utilized, while inland terminal 
profits are driven by throughput

– Full impact of marine storage utilization and rate increases not seen in 2011 primarily 
due to higher than normal environmental accruals (’08-’10 air emission accrual 
negatively impacted 2011 results)

• Commodity profits trend with absolute commodity price level and terminal 
throughput
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Marine Terminals

• 6 marine terminals located 
along the Gulf Coast and in the 
Northeast

• 26mm bbls of usable storage 
with high utilization rates

• Storage demand driven by
– Market structure
– Pricing volatility
– Connectivity
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Marine Terminals Storage and Rates

• Demand for marine storage has 
resulted in significant new tank 
construction projects

• Since 2007, Magellan has added 
almost 5mm bbls of marine 
storage, with another 2.5mm bbls
currently under construction

Total year-end marine storage (mm bbls)
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• Generate revenue primarily from 
committed storage regardless of 
usage, with additional fees charged 
for ancillary services

• Average rate / bbl has increased as 
historical contracts renewed at rates 
in line with current market conditions

• Contracts generally include annual 
rate escalation of ~2%

Average monthly rate / bbl
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Marine Terminals – Galena Park

• Largest and most complex of our facilities with 13mm bbls of storage

– Primarily handling gasoline, diesel and jet, blendstocks and dark oils

– Exceptional connectivity to local refineries and pipelines, attractive dock 
positioning and depth
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Marine Terminals – Galena Park (cont’d)

• 2mm bbls currently under 
construction backed by long-
term contracts, expected to 
come online beginning late ’12

• Currently enhancing dock 
capabilities to accelerate 
loading and unloading times 
for improved efficiency

• Opportunities include 
enhancing connectivity to local 
refineries and crude 
infrastructure
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Marine Terminals – Corpus Christi

• 3mm bbls of storage currently, primarily handling heavy oils and refinery 
feedstocks
– Access to local Corpus refineries and petrochemical plants
– Inbound and outbound water access
– Proximity to Eagle Ford shale provides unique opportunities

In conjunction with Double Eagle joint venture, currently building 0.5mm 
bbls for condensate storage and condensate dock capabilities 

– Room to construct more than 2mm bbls of additional storage
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Marine Terminals – Others

Marrero, LA
• 3mm bbls of storage currently, primarily handling heavy oil, distillate and asphalt
• 0.6mm bbls of new storage placed into service during 2011
• Additional room to construct almost 1mm bbls of storage

New Haven, CT
• 4mm bbls of storage currently, primarily handling heating oil, gasoline, distillate, 

asphalt and ethanol
• Facility fully leased on long-term basis, in part for U.S. strategic heating oil reserve
• Additional room to construct close to 1mm bbls of storage

Wilmington, DE
• 3mm bbls of storage currently, primarily handling dark oils as well as gasoline, 

diesel fuel, heating oil and ethanol
• Additional room to construct 1mm bbls of storage
• Most challenging of our marine facilities due to recent Northeast market changes

– Currently considering conversion of dark oil tanks to refined products
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Marine Terminals Maturity Schedule

• Fairly uniform contract renewals over next few years; average remaining 
contract life of 4 years

• Expect overall utilization to remain high at slightly increased rates due to 
contract escalations; potential uplift on contract renewal to reflect market 
pricing, which is currently 55+ cents / bbl / month in the Gulf Coast for long-
term leases

Future marine contract renewals
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Cushing Crude Oil Storage

• With 12mm barrels of storage at Cushing, OK, Magellan is now one
of the largest owners of crude oil storage in Cushing

• Profit driven by storage utilized – 100% contracted
• Additional throughput revenue recognized in petroleum pipeline segment

Magellan
Plains
Enbridge
Enterprise
ConocoPhillips
Centurion
Gavilon
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Inland Terminals

• 27 inland terminals, primarily in 
the Southeast U.S.

• Majority of terminals connected 
to Colonial pipeline
– Looking for opportunities to 

connect more of our facilities 
to Plantation pipeline

• Competitive environment based 
on location, service and price

• Contracts vary by customer
– Significant focus on longer-

term commitments
– 60% of our throughput 

under contract at the end
of 2011
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Inland Terminals Volume and Rates

• Throughput is driven by demand 
for refined petroleum products.  
We expect stable refined 
products demand going forward 
but overall volume growth due to 
recent higher volume 
commitments

Inland throughput (mm bbls)
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• Generate revenue primarily from 
throughput fees, additive injection 
and ethanol blending

• Overall average rate per barrel 
has increased from 2009 to 2011 
due to expansion of ethanol 
blending services

Average rate / bbl
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Ammonia Pipeline 
System
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Ammonia Pipeline System

• 1,100-mile pipeline system with 6 
Magellan-owned terminals

• Ammonia is a much-needed agricultural 
fertilizer produced from natural gas

• Pipeline has 3 committed shippers, with 
rolling 3-year take-or-pay agreements 
– Incentive rates allow for mid-year 

tariff increases equal to the 
indexation methodology: change in 
PPI-FG + 2.65% currently
(‘11 average rate: ~$31/ton)

• Pipeline capacity is ~1mm tons / year
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Ammonia Pipeline System - Profitability

• Approximately 1% of Magellan’s 2011 operating margin was generated from the 
ammonia pipeline system

• Historical results heavily impacted by high integrity spending
– Spent $38mm over last 4 years to ensure integrity of the system
– 2012 integrity spending is expected to be $5 million lower than 2011 

• Proven reliability of the system should result in additional shipments now that 
hydrotesting is complete

• During 2011, engaged bankers to test the market value of the ammonia pipeline
– After evaluating offers received, determined higher value to Magellan to keep 

vs. sell
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Growth Opportunities

Mike Mears
Chairman, President and
Chief Executive Officer
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Magellan’s Growing Crude Oil Asset Profile
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Future Growth Opportunities

• Magellan’s growing crude oil asset profile provides springboard for additional 
crude oil opportunities

Current Operating Margin
2011

Refined 
products

Crude oil

less than 10% 25%

75%

Current Expansion Spending
2012-2013 estimate

Refined 
products

Crude oil

40%

60%

Potential Expansion Projects
> $500mm

Refined 
products

Crude oil
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Projected Crude Oil Supply Growth

+555k

+253k

+145k

+528k

+698k

Bakken

Niobrara

Anadarko

Permian

Eagle Ford

2011 – 2016
Growth:

3.1mm bpd

+940k
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Canadian and Central U.S. Crude Pipelines
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Growth in Cushing Crude Oil Storage

• Significant growth in Cushing storage, with more under construction currently
• Although projected storage may be sufficient to meet industry needs, Magellan has 

available land to build additional storage if warranted by customer demand

Source: SEC filings and Magellan estimates
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Cushing Will Remain the Crude Oil Hub

We believe Cushing storage will be needed long term:

• Provides traders flexibility to deliver crude oil to the highest margin 
market at a given time

• Continued need for strategically-placed blending services due to the 
growing variety of crude oil grades and specifications

• Relatively low cost to build in Cushing, with plenty of land availability
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Magellan’s Cushing Competitive Advantages

• Magellan does not compete against our storage customers
– We don’t have a crude trading group or take ownership of the 

crude in our possession
– We don’t blend crude oil
– Truly independent storage provider

• Storage we acquired in Sept. 2010 is very well-connected to other 
terminals in Cushing hub plus direct connectivity to key pipelines, 
such as Seaway and Centurion
– Pursuing additional connectivity for newly-constructed tankage

Average remaining contract life of our Cushing storage is 3 years

We believe our independent crude storage model makes our 
tankage more attractive than many of our competitors
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Potential OK Crude Oil Opportunities

• Potential to develop a crude oil pipeline network in Oklahoma
– Maximize value of existing Magellan pipelines by evaluating services
– Explore reactivation of inactive assets
– Pursue new construction opportunities
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Permian Basin Production
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Pipeline Reversal and Crude Oil Conversion

• Largest organic growth project in Magellan’s history at $375mm
• Based on successful open season, recently expanded capacity to 225k bpd, which 

is fully subscribed with Permian Basin production
• Continue to assess need for new Midland pipeline or if existing third-party 

infrastructure will suffice to access crude oil from Midland, Texas
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Project Scope of Pipeline Reversal

Reverse, convert and expand Crane-to-Houston pipeline $120mm
East Houston tanks and pumps 110
Enhancements to alternate refined products pipeline route 65
Connectivity to Houston refineries and pipelines 45
Crane tanks and pump station 35

$375mm *

* If deemed necessary, construction of a new pipeline to access crude oil from Midland, Texas to 
Crane is estimated to cost an incremental ~$70mm
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Pipeline Reversal Timeline

• Environmental / regulatory review * summer 2012
• Shift current refined products flow to alternate route summer 2012
• Reverse pump stations and replace valves fall 2012
• Convert existing Crane storage to crude oil fall 2012
• Fill pipeline with initial crude linefill end of 2012
• Connectivity to Houston refineries and pipelines end of 2012
• Initial crude pipeline deliveries to Houston (>75k bpd) early 2013
• Construct Crane and E. Houston crude storage spring 2013
• Full 225k bpd capacity available to Houston mid-2013

* Construction of crude assets may proceed after regulatory approval received

Expected completion date
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Expected Financial Results from Pipeline Reversal

• Pipeline fully subscribed for 225k bpd capacity under long-term agreements 
which exceed payback period of project

• 10% of capacity will remain available for spot shipments
• Based on commitments received, average tariff initially expected to be ~$2/bbl
• Contracts allow for mid-year tariff increases equal to the lesser of 5% or the PPI 

index
• Other potential opportunities include additional crude oil storage at Crane and 

East Houston and connectivity to Galena Park for water access

3x EBITDA multiple expected on $375mm investment in 2014, our first calendar year 
operating at full capacity

Including initial $250mm pipeline acquisition cost,
<5x EBITDA multiple expected in 2014
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Houston Connectivity

Existing Crude System
New Crude Pipelines

Potential Opportunities

• Magellan’s Houston distribution network is the most comprehensive system to 
distribute crude oil to the Houston and Texas City-area refineries

– Current commitment of Eagle Ford production to Ship channel
– Pursuing outbound waterborne capabilities and connections to third-party pipelines that 

can transport crude oil to additional markets
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Eagle Ford Production

• Eagle Ford production is projected to continue its aggressive ramp
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Condensate Joint Venture with Copano Energy

• Agreement with Copano Energy to transport condensate from the Eagle Ford shale
– Jointly construct the Double Eagle Pipeline, a 140-mile, 100k bpd pipeline offering 

chemical-grade condensate transportation from the Eagle Ford shale formation to 
Magellan’s Corpus Christi terminal

– Strategic alliance, connecting new jointly-owned pipeline to 50 miles of existing 
Copano pipe and our terminal for use in Corpus Christi or higher-valued Texas 
markets via Magellan’s marine capabilities 

Our terminal is currently connected to local refineries and petrochemical 
facilities 
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Corpus Christi Condensate

• In conjunction with the joint venture, we are making enhancements to our Corpus 
Christi terminal
– Building 500k bbls of dedicated condensate storage
– Construction of dedicated condensate dock delivery pipeline

• Magellan’s total cost for the terminal projects and our 50% share of the joint 
venture pipeline is ~$100mm

• Supported by long-term commitments from Talisman and Statoil, major producers 
with significant acreage in the Eagle Ford shale

• Expect to be operational in early 2013

• For initial minimum commitment, expect EBITDA multiple of 16x in 2014, which is 
first full year; following ramp-up period for committed customer production, 
expect EBITDA multiple of 7x in 2017
– Strategic asset that is being actively marketed for additional commitments

• We have additional space at our Corpus Christi terminal and will continue to look 
for more opportunities to handle Eagle Ford production
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Union Pacific Fueling Depot

• Construct 38-mile pipeline from Magellan’s El Paso, TX terminal to Union Pacific’s 
new locomotive fueling depot near Santa Teresa, NM
– Expected to be operational by early 2014
– Supported by 15-year transportation commitment from UP to transport diesel fuel 

from Gulf Coast to new fueling facility and a capital recovery fee
– Gross spending of $40mm, net spending of $10mm due to capital lease designation

Expect EBITDA multiple of 3x on net spending; capital recovery won’t be 
treated as DCF

Magellan Pipeline

El Paso
Terminal

El Paso Jct.
Union 
Pacific

Rail Depot

Future pipeline
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BP Storage and Pipeline Acquisition

• Closed in Sept. 2010, acquiring 7.8mm bbls of crude oil storage in Cushing, OK, 
130+ miles of inactive pipeline in OK and more than 100 miles of active petroleum 
pipelines in the Houston / TX City area

• ~$290mm purchase price

• Initially expected EBITDA multiple of 9-10x with potential improvement to 6-7x
– Results have exceeded initial expectations, generating closer to 5x EBITDA 

multiple so far primarily due to more Cushing activity than expected
– Strategic fit with our crude oil growth strategy around Houston market
– Continue to assess opportunities to utilize inactive OK pipeline, which would be 

further upside
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Capital Spending Profile

• Based on existing projects, we expect to spend $650mm on organic growth 
projects during 2012 and 2013

Crane-to-Houston reversal and crude oil conversion $ 375mm
Corpus Christi condensate, Double Eagle JV 100 
Galena Park storage 55
Union Pacific fueling depot, gross spending 40
Storage along pipeline system 30
Houston distribution system – Eagle Ford crude 20
Terminal enhancements, various locations 10
Renewable fuels, butane blending, various locations 10
Other misc. 10

$650mm

Combined, these projects are expected to significantly contribute 
to Magellan’s results beginning in 2013 and beyond
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Financial Review

John Chandler
Chief Financial Officer
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Financial Performance Has Been Strong

• Magellan experienced very strong operating margin and DCF growth, driven by  
(a) the BP asset acquisition, (b) expansion capital investments, especially 
Cushing storage and (c) higher commodity prices

• Using a 9% distribution growth rate results in significant 2012 excess cash flow
• Crane-to-Houston pipeline reversal to provide significant upside post-2012
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Strong Distribution Coverage

• Magellan has a history of strong distribution growth:  7-9% annual growth 
range prior to 2009

• Distributions held flat in 2009 in response to uncertain economic conditions
• Hesitant to increase distributions to their full capability – waiting for signs of 

a sustained economic recovery, stabilized commodity price environment
– Distribution growth: 4% for ‘10, 7% for ‘11, 9% projected for ‘12

• Generated significant excess cash flow and a coverage of 1.2-1.3x
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No Near-Term Debt Maturities, Low Rates

• Average duration of debt is 9 years, intentional spreading
• Low all-in realized coupon, averaging 5.8% (5.3% when including hedges 

and adjusting for debt premiums)
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New Revolver – Strong Support

• Revolving credit facility - covenant light & attractively priced

• Supported by many of the largest investment banks
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Maintaining a Conservative Credit Profile

• Indicated to ratings agencies a max long-term Debt-to-Ebitda target of 4.0x
• Debt-to-Ebitda has remained low, despite investing $1.4 billion over the last four 

years in growth capital, and another projected $0.5 billion in 2012

• Financial conservatism has led to strong credit ratings – strongest in MLP space
– BBB (positive), Baa2 (stable)

* NOTE: Net Debt / Ebitda proforma for growth capital invested; net debt is face value of debt less cash and cash equivalents; Ebitda is
Adjusted Ebitda as defined in our revolving credit facility
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Magellan’s Competitive Cost of Capital

• Low yield + low leverage = powerful acquisition currency
• Of the 6 MLPs in the lower left quadrant, only MMP and EPD do not have 

incentive distribution rights
• Capacity for debt financing should lead to strong accretion

*Source: Wells Fargo Research, except MMP
** As of 3/16/12
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Strong Financial Position to Fund Growth

• $800 million available on 
the revolver

• Over $200 million in cash 
at 12/31/11

• More than $95 million in 
projected excess cash 
flow for 2012

• Low Debt-to-Ebitda ratio, 
allowing for further debt 
financing
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How We Think About Cost of Capital

• Yield + Growth = equity cost of capital

Many of MMP’s peers 
also must consider 
cost of GP incentive 
distribution rights

• Cost of debt is easier to estimate and can be 
quoted off currently traded bonds, although 
current rate environment is very low

• Cost of capital / hurdle rate is dependent on 
financing time frame and project risk

– Adding risk premiums and a margin for 
error, typically target at least 10% return
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Mike Mears
Chairman, President

and Chief Executive Officer
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Potential Expansion Projects

• Continue to assess >$500mm of potential organic growth expansion projects
– Targeting 6-8x EBITDA multiple or better

Pipeline, terminal 
expansion

15% Refined storage
10%

Renewable fuels
5%

Butane blending
10%

Crude
60%
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Magellan Summary

• Proven history of exceptional returns and distribution growth

• Low risk, solid base business 

• Conservative, disciplined management team

• Financial flexibility and low cost of capital
– Strong investment-grade balance sheet
– No incentive distribution rights 

• Attractive growth opportunities, current and potential
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Distributable Cash Flow Reconciliation to Net Income
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Operating Margin Reconciliation to Operating Profit
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